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Smartphones:  
A Potential Discovery Tool
Wendy Starkweather and 
Eva Stowers
The anticipated wide adoption of smartphones by research-
ers is viewed by the authors as a basis for developing 
mobile-based services. In response to the UNLV Libraries’ 
strategic plan’s focus on experimentation and outreach, the 
authors investigate the current and potential role of smart-
phones as a valuable discovery tool for library users.
W hen the dean of libraries announced a Discovery Mini-Conference at the University of Nevada Las Vegas Libraries to be held in spring 2009, 
we saw the opportunity to investigate the potential use 
of smartphones as a means of getting information and 
services to students. Being enthusiastic users of Apple’s 
iPhone, we and the Web technical support manager, 
developed a presentation highlighting the iPhone’s poten-
tial value in an academic library setting. Because Wendy 
is UNLV Libraries’ director of user services, she was 
interested in the applicability of smartphones as a tool for 
users to more easily discover the libraries’ resources and 
services. Eva, as the health sciences librarian, was aware 
of a long tradition of PDA use by medical professionals. 
Indeed, first-year Bachelor of Science Nursing students 
are required to purchase a PDA bundled with select soft-
ware. Together we were drawn to the student-outreach 
possibilities inherent in new smartphone applications 
such as Twitter, Facebook, and MySpace. 
n Presentation
Our brief review of the news and literature about mobile 
phones in general provided some interesting findings and 
served as a backdrop for our presentation: 
 n A total of 77 percent of Internet experts agreed 
that the mobile phone would be “the primary con-
nection tool” for most people in the world by 2020.1 
The number of smartphone users is expected to top 
100 million by 2013. There are currently 25 million 
smartphone users, with sales in North America 
having grown 69 percent in 2008.2 
 n Smartphones offer a combination of technologies, 
including GPS tracking, digital cameras, and digi-
tal music, as well as more than fifty-thousand spe-
cialized apps for the iPhone and new ones being 
designed for the Blackberry and the Palm Pre.3 The 
Palm Pre offered less than twenty applications at 
its launch, but one million apllication downloads 
had been performed by June 24, 2009, less than a 
month after launch.4 
 n The 2009 Horizon Report predicts that the time to 
adoption of these mobile devices in the educa-
tional context will be “one year or less.”5 
Data gathered from campus users also was presented, 
providing another context. In March 2009, a survey 
of University of California, Davis (UC-Davis) students 
showed that 43 percent owned a smartphone.6 UC-Davis 
is participating in Apple’s University Education Forum. 
Here at UNLV, 37 percent of students and 26 percent of 
faculty and staff own a smartphone.7 
The presentation itself highlighted the mobile appli-
cations that were being developed in several libraries to 
enhance student research, provide library instruction, 
and promote library services. Two examples were Abilene 
Christian University (http://www.acu.edu/technology/
mobilelearning/index.html), which in fall 2008 distrib-
uted iPhones and iPod Touches to the incoming fresh-
man class; and Stanford University (http://www.stanford 
.edu/services/wirelessdevice/iphone/) which partici-
pates in “iTunes U” (http://itunes.stanford.edu/). If the 
Libraries were to move forward with smartphone technol-
ogies, it would be following the lead of such universities.
Readers also may be interested in Joan Lippincott’s 
recent concise summary of the implications of mobile 
technologies for academic libraries as well as the chap-
ter on library mobile initiatives in the July 2008 Library 
Technology Report.8 
n Goals: A balancing act
Ultimately the goal for many of these efforts is to be where 
the users are. This aspiration is spelled out in UNLV 
Libraries’ new strategic plan relating to infrastructure 
evolution, namely, “Work towards an interface and system 
architecture that incorporates our resources, internal and 
external, and allows the user to access from their preferred 
starting point.”9 While such a goal is laudable and fits very 
well into the discovery emphasis of the Mini-Conference 
presentation, we are well aware of the need for further 
investigation before proceeding directly to full-scale devel-
opment of a complete suite of mobile services for our users. 
Of critical importance is ascertaining where our users are 
and determining whether they want us to be there and in 
what capacity. The value of this effort is demonstrated in 
Booth’s research report on student interest in emerging 
technologies at Ohio State University. The report includes 
the results of an extensive environmental survey of their 
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library users. The study is part of Ohio State’s effort to 
actualize their culture of assessment and continuous learn-
ing and to use “extant local knowledge of user popula-
tions and library goals” to inform “homegrown studies 
to illuminate contextual nuance and character, customiza-
tion that can be difficult to achieve when using externally 
developed survey instruments.”10 
UNLV Libraries are attempting to balance early exper-
imentation and more extensive data-driven decision-mak-
ing. The recently adopted strategic plan includes specific 
directions associated with both efforts. For experimenta-
tion, the direction states, “Encourage staff to experiment 
with, explore, and share innovative and creative applica-
tions of technology.”11 To that end, we have begun work-
ing with our colleagues to introduce easy, small-scale 
efforts designed to test the waters of mobile technology 
use through small pilot projects. “Text-a-Librarian” has 
been added to our existing group of virtual reference 
service, and we introduced a “text the call number and 
record” service to our library’s OPAC in July 2009.
UNLV Libraries’ strategic plan helps foster the healthy 
balance by directing library staff to “emphasize data collec-
tion and other evidence based approaches needed to assess 
efficiency and effectiveness of multiple modes and formats 
of access/ownership” and “collaborate to educate faculty 
and others regarding ways to incorporate library collections 
and services into education experiences for students.”12 
Action items associated with these directions will help the 
Libraries learn and apply information specific to their users 
as the Libraries further adopt and integrate mobile tech-
nologies into their services.
As we begin our planning in earnest, we look forward 
to our own set of valuable discoveries. 
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